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Todd Giffen < todd@strags.com>

Did you see my Aaron Alexis stuff from 1/16/2014?
Robert Duncan < cyclotronheating@gmail.com>
To: Todd Giffen <case@oregonstatehospital.net>

Mon, Feb 24, 2014 at 8:50 PM

I know how angry you are. It is unlikely they will kill you but the torture sure feels like it. The real issue will
be if they can get you to kill someone else or yourself. That will be your internal battle for awhile. Lowering
your stress levels will slow the induction process and the rewiring of your brain. Valium helps. I wish I could
say it will end well but most likely this will be your eternal battle. You are up against a ruthless computer
program and people.
Aaron Alexis was obviously a target. No one can prove it to the FBI.

On Mon, Feb 24, 2014 at 9:30 PM, Todd Giffen <case@oregonstatehospital.net> wrote:
What does the great Robert Duncan think of this? I even sent it to the FBI, and they had no response.
Lol. What fags, right? Tell me at least if you agree with the logic. There should at least be a forensic
investigation into whether the government made this guy kill 13..
---this sent to Washington Post, in response to their article..
read your article here: http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/a-psychiatrist-thinkssome-patients-are-better-off-without-antipsychotic-drugs/2013/12/06/547f5680-48aa-11e3-a1963544a03c2351_story.html
It may have some incorrect information about Aaron Alexis.
See, he reported not hearing voices, but being attacked by with a directed energy weapon. Your article
says he was hearing voices, though, but they are not the same thing.
In fact, directed energy weapons attacks have nothing to do with mental illness, and more to do with
secret government murders and psych experimentation. And they are very real, and I assure you the
technology exists (in fact, read below for a whistleblower from US Investigative Services who confirmed
to me their existence).
In fact, you know the people who background checked Aaron Alexis and approved him for duty? They
are named US Investigative Services, a US federal / military contractor. And they probably did a fine job.
They screened him out as healthy, and proved he had a mostly clean background. This means, that..
Aaron Alexis, at age 28, was not suffering from mental problems when he went to work for the US
military as a contractor.
And, medical knowledge actually says that, people at age 34 do not usually get psychosis. Onset of
psychosis begins as a child, and is usually fully present by a persons teenage years.
So, what was really going on at the Navy Ship Yard? Let's just say, that without evidence that disproves
it, I sort of think Aaron Alexis was a fully competent adult who was able to comprehend the world around
him. And as a science oriented guru with a background in computer science, he must have been aware
that energy can be directed at peoples bodies, and mind control devices allow the brain to be remotely
tampered with. In fact, the CIA and US Army invented these weapons as early as the 1970s, during
MKULTRA. The first weapon for beaming voices and words into peoples brains actually occurred at
Walter Reed Institute in 1970. Another weapon called Radio Hypnotic Intracerebral Control Electronic
Dissolution of Memory used radio signals to drown your nervous system in acetyl choline, paralyzing or
killing a person.
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And then there's a patent for remotely reading and altering brainwaves from 1974, by Malech, using
conventional radar systems as deployed by the US military.
There is another patent that improves upon that in 1998 for communicating via thought alone which is
read or transmitted via satellites, or other remote RF signal - and communicating can be two-way using
remote firing devices to penetrate and control the mind. There's another patent owned by the US Air
Force for voice to skull, a weapon device that simulates psychosis and allows speech to be beamed into
a targets head. It uses pulse modulated microwaves to beam thermal energy at a subject, which when
absorbed into the bones and soft tissue, create expansion and contractions of tissue, thereby creating
soundwaves that travel into the skull and cochlea that only the target can hear. A persons body and
tissue can be manipulated with this technique, as well, allowing body parts to be tickled, massaged, and
other really bad things (rape, for example..).
O_O. The technology is real and fully deployed by the US Military, and there are reports of them using it
on people all over the country. Washington Post covered this in the Mind Games article from 2007.
There is even a remote nerve/brain reading patent, that allows video, sound, sensations, and emotions
to be remotely manipulated. And reports of the NSA using a technology called Remote Neural Monitoring
and Electronic Brain Link. And.. well.. it uses ELF energy, lets take a look at the actual thing Aaron Alexis
said.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/fbi-police-detail-shooting-navy-yardshooting/2013/09/25/ee321abe-2600-11e3-b3e9-d97fb087acd6_story.html
"In one document, he wrote: "An ultra low frequency attack is what I've been subject to for the last three
months, and to be perfectly honest, that is what has driven me to this."
Investigators are still trying to understand Alexis's "pathway to violence," Parlave told reporters. The
etchings on his gun included "Not what y'all say!" and "Better off this way!"
Another scratched message, "My ELF weapon!," and other evidence gathered from Alexis's electronics
indicate that the former Navy reservist thought he was being controlled by extremely low-frequency
electromagnetic waves, according to the FBI. The Navy has legitimately used such technology, the FBI
said, but these radio waves also have been at the center of conspiracies about government mind
control."
Wow, I am shocked. The FBI even acknowledges there is some reality to his complaints. But lets dig
deeper. Who actually proved Aaron wasn't getting attacked? Who did the research? Where's the forensic
investigation that found his body hadn't been injured, and where's the evidence to suggest the NSA, FBI,
military, CIA, or other agency wasn't directing energy at his body? Did you know, the NSA and other DoD
agencies even have technology that records such radio emissions, and if this was happening, they must
have recorded and watched it all. Take a look at the 30+ ELINT satellites up in space, or the Strategic
Defense Initiative in which billions were spent on energy weapons and remote sensing technologies.
But nobodies talking, and the FBI just claims he's delusional with no proof, kind of like a cover up. Yeah,
FBI is supposed to be some authority, but they should not be listened to, as they'll always cover
everything about government abuse up. Especially, when I know they know these weapons exist, since
the US Department of Justice are the guys who brought and used this technology at the Oregon State
Hospital in 2006 during their big CRIPA investigation. Which is where I became a target.
Well, guess what else. I just came across a whistleblower who worked for the US Investigative Services,
and she tells me that while she worked there, they had information about this technology really existing.
And she tells me, that.. I report I am a victim, too, you see.. she tells me, that I am the first one outside of
her group to know it exists too, exactly as she had saw it while she worked there. She tells me she
confirms it's existence.
Let me just pass you that transcript. I got the .mp4 audio recordings of it, too. But I am saving those for
private use only, so we'd have to hear those in person together, or maybe I could pass you an FTP
download link if you reply back. And we can even talk to her, and I'll give you names.
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Let's say, that.. the US government is using weapons on people, and not telling the truth about it. And
Aaron Alexis may have tried to do the only thing these rapist murders would let him do; fight back and kill
the fuckers attacking him. Or at least make sure he didn't die in vein without any recognition.
The transcripts are available here of USIS employee and me discussing this :
http://www.oregonstatehospital.net/d/USIS.html
I document the technology they used on me, and maybe Aaron Alexis. here:
http://www.oregonstatehospital.net/d/russelltice-nsarnmebl.html
Our government is corrupt. Please get back to me, because I am still alive, but I could be illegally
executed at any time. I am under constant real attack with these weapons. And I think there are endless
victims, and no one has never done anything about these real attacks across America.
Damn I hate Obama and our government. I used to think highly of our country, but then I'd been told lies
about everything my whole life apparently..
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